Cascade CMS Site Roles

Site Administrator Role

Administration Area Abilities

Access
- Access the Manage Site area: Enabled
- Access Asset Factories: Enabled
- Access Configurations: Enabled
- Access Connectors: Enabled
- Access Content Types: Enabled
- Access Data Definitions: Enabled
- Access Shared Fields: Enabled
- Access Metadata Sets: Enabled
- Access Publish Sets: Enabled
- Access Destinations: Enabled
- Access Transports: Enabled
- Access Workflow Definitions: Enabled
- Access Custom Workflow Emails: Enabled

Advanced
- Run Transports and Destination diagnostic tests: Disabled
- Access/Modify Site's WYSIWYG Editor Configurations: Enabled

Publishing
- Publish readable Administration area assets: Enabled
- Publish writable Administration area assets: Enabled

Home Area Abilities

Workflow
- Bypass workflow: Enabled
- Assign to self and approve steps in a workflow: Enabled
- Delete workflows: Enabled
- Assign workflows to folders: Enabled

Upload
- Upload images in file chooser: Enabled

Multi-select
- Multi-select copy: Enabled
- Multi-select publish: Enabled
- Multi-select move: Enabled
- Multi-select delete: Enabled

Editing
- Modify Outputs on pages: Enabled
- Modify the Content Type of pages: Enabled
- Bypass WYSIWYG editor restrictions: Enabled
- Bypass Accessibility, Link and Spell Checks when submitting content changes: Enabled
Modify Data Definitions of Pages and Blocks: Enabled
Move/Rename assets: Enabled

Publishing
Publish readable Home area assets: Enabled
Publish writable Home area assets: Enabled
View the publish queue: Enabled
Reorder the publish queue: Disabled
Cancel publish jobs: Disabled

Advanced Tabs
Edit access rights: Enabled
View the Versions tab: Enabled
Activate or delete previous asset versions: Enabled
View the Audits tab: Enabled

Lock
Break locks on assets: Enabled

Group and Permissions Checks
View Asset Factories in New menu even if user does not belong to any of their applicable groups: Enabled
Choose Destinations to publish to even if user does not belong to any of their applicable groups: Enabled
Be assigned to and use Workflow Definitions even if user does not belong to any of their applicable groups: Enabled

Stale Content
Notify users by email about stale content: Enabled

Broken Link Report
Access site-wide broken link report: Enabled
Mark broken links as fixed on the site-wide broken link report: Disabled

Tools Abilities
Access Input Tools
Zip Archive: Enabled
Bulk Change: Enabled

Access Trash
View and Restore only assets the current user deleted: Enabled
View and Restore all assets in the Trash: Enabled
Permanently remove assets from the Trash: Enabled
Site Contributor Role

Administration Area Abilities

Access
Access the Manage Site area: Disabled
Access Asset Factories: Disabled
Access Configurations: Disabled
Access Connectors: Disabled
Access Content Types: Disabled
Access Data Definitions: Disabled
Access Shared Fields: Disabled
Access Metadata Sets: Disabled
Access Publish Sets: Disabled
Access Destinations: Disabled
Access Transports: Disabled
Access Workflow Definitions: Disabled
Access Custom Workflow Emails: Disabled

Advanced
Run Transports and Destination diagnostic tests: Disabled
Access/Modify Site's WYSIWYG Editor Configurations: Disabled

Publishing
Publish readable Administration area assets: Disabled
Publish writable Administration area assets: Disabled

Home Area Abilities

Workflow
Bypass workflow: Disabled
Assign to self and approve steps in a workflow: Disabled
Delete workflows: Disabled
Assign workflows to folders: Disabled

Upload
Upload images in file chooser: Disabled

Multi-select
Multi-select copy: Disabled
Multi-select publish: Disabled
Multi-select move: Disabled
Multi-select delete: Disabled

Editing
Modify Outputs on pages: Enabled
Modify the Content Type of pages: Disabled
Bypass WYSIWYG editor restrictions: Disabled
Bypass Accessibility, Link and Spell Checks when submitting content changes: Disabled
Modify Data Definitions of Pages and Blocks: Disabled

Publishing
Move/Rename assets: Enabled
Publish readable Home area assets: Disabled
Publish writable Home area assets: Disabled
View the publish queue: Disabled
Reorder the publish queue: Disabled
Cancel publish jobs: Disabled

Advanced Tabs
Edit access rights: Disabled
View the Versions tab: **Enabled**
Activate or delete previous asset versions: Disabled
View the Audits tab: Disabled

Lock
Break locks on assets: Disabled

Group and Permissions Checks
View Asset Factories in New menu even if user does not belong to any of their applicable groups: Disabled
Choose Destinations to publish to even if user does not belong to any of their applicable groups: Disabled
Be assigned to and use Workflow Definitions even if user does not belong to any of their applicable groups: Disabled

Stale Content
Notify users by email about stale content: Disabled

Broken Link Report
Access site-wide broken link report: Disabled
Mark broken links as fixed on the site-wide broken link report: Disabled

**Tools Abilities**

Access Input Tools
Zip Archive: Disabled
Bulk Change: Disabled

Access Trash
View and Restore only assets the current user deleted: **Enabled**
View and Restore all assets in the Trash: Disabled
Permanently remove assets from the Trash: Disabled